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Teaching Teachers
Take the mystery out of reading greens for you and your students 

PGA Professional Erika Larkin,

the director of instruction at

Larkin Golf Learning Community

at Stonewall Golf Club in

Gainesville, Va., is the 2012

Middle Atlantic PGA Section

Teacher of the Year.

By Erika Larkin,
PGA
with Don Jozwiak,
Senior Editor
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A
s golf instructors, we all teach putting.  We look at things like setup, stroke path, stroke

length and rhythm, and we prescribe drills and games to help students build confidence

and increase their accuracy.  We might also test the student’s ability to aim on their intend-

ed line, check their putter specs and make adjustments.  But how many of us actually coach stu-

dents on green reading?  I know I used to rush through the topic with new players by discussing

slope for a few minutes and then cop out of any quality instruction by breaking the news that it

just takes time, practice and lots of trial and error to fine-tune your “guessing” on the greens.

I’m happy to say that I have a real answer for my students now, a process that I can teach any

level student that is actually based on real research, science and technology called AimPoint.

Thanks to the AimPoint mastermind, Mark Sweeney, instructors such as myself can now help

golfers learn how to accurately find slope direction, quantify grade, identify their position on the

slope and determine the precise amount of break down to the inch for their putt.  I have been truly

amazed at the progress students can make with their putting if they have at least one concrete

variable: Where to aim.
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Charting a course

Determining exact break amount with AimPoint is easy, we use

the AimChart (yes it’s legal for tournament play).  After you find

your position, you can look it up on the chart and it gives you

an aim point in inches to the appropriate side of the hole.  If the

golfer can execute a good stroke with the correct pace, the ball

will find the hole.  Students always have the same reaction

when they see this in action: Amazing!  On average, a 10-foot

cross-slope putt will break about eight inches with ideal pace.

There is also a formula for break amounts: On any single break-

ing putt, the amount of break at 10 feet from the hole nearly

doubles as you go back to 15 feet on the same line.  The break

amount at 20 feet nearly triples the amount it was at 10 feet.

Here are two examples:

• On a cross-slope/side-hill putt with moderate grade and

speed, the break amount on a five-foot putt is one inch; at

10 feet it is six inches; at 15 feet it is 12 inches; and at 20

feet it is 17 inches.

• On an uphill sloping putt on a steep grade with slower

green speed, the break amount from five feet is right edge;

at 10 feet is four inches; at 15 feet is eight inches; and from

20 feet the break is 11 inches.

Getting in the zone

Now, some golfers would argue that the line or

trajectory of a putt is dependent on the pace

you visualize.  True, there is more than one

way to make a putt if you hit the center of the

hole, but how often do we really do that?  A ball

that is rolling too fast will often lip-out when

off-center of the hole or it may not have

enough time to fall into the hole.  A ball that is

rolling slower needs to be played with more

break and often wobbles off the line.

So what I teach my students is this: There is

an ideal pace that maximizes the chance of a

ball falling into the cup.  In essence, we want to

roll the ball in a way that even hitting the hole

off-center would capture the putt instead of

lipping out.  That’s why I teach my students to

try to have their putts come to rest 6-12 inches

past the hole.  This is not just for lag putts – use

this pace for putts even inside 10 feet and your

students will find their percentage of made

putts will increase.
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Creating business through
specialty teaching
Getting involved with AimPoint has filled a gap in

my teaching and has really helped me become

more well-rounded as a coach to my students.  

it has generated a new income stream: I run

clinics several times a month at my home course,

and visit other local clubs to teach their

members/golfers about AimPoint.  There is a

financial upside for me and the host professional,

and this also brings some fresh new information

that everyone can use, no matter what their

teaching style or putting philosophy.  And, of

course, when your students are making more

putts, they’re going to enjoy everything about the

game that much more.

Teaching students to trust the line

Here is a great drill that you can use with your

students to help them practice green reading

effectively: Find a single breaking putt and put

tees down on a straight line going back at 5, 10,

15 and 20 feet.  Map out where your AimPoints

are for each respective distance and then using

a string, connect the tees appropriately to show

what the true starting line of the putt should

look like.  If they can trust the line and match

the correct pace, they can better quantify break

amounts and start to memorize what certain

putts look and feel like from different positions

around the hole.  ■
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